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OKCarz Helps Customers Shop by Detailing Used Buick Models

Florida dealership details a diversity of pre-owned Buick vehicles

LAKELAND, Fla. (PRWEB) November 13, 2020 -- Individuals shopping for a high-quality and affordable
luxury vehicle are encouraged to explore the impressive used Buick inventory at OKCarz. OKCarz, a
dealership located in Florida, is helping customers select the right Buick model by detailing three diverse
options: the Buick Regal, Buick LaCrosse and Buick Enclave.

Drivers looking for a sporty and luxurious sedan should consider the used Buick Regal. Offering a diversity of
4-cylinder and V6 engine options, the Buick Regal is a midsize sedan that will give the right amount of thrill
and excitement. Inside its cabin, passengers can take advantage of various comfort and convenience amenities
to add to the fun. Individuals interested in learning more about this midsize sedan should explore the used
Buick Regal model page here.

Customers interested in a luxury sedan but need a model larger than the Regal should consider the used Buick
LaCrosse. Designed to look stunning and feel comfortable the pre-owned Buick LaCrosse is a full-size sedan
that offers a strong powertrain and a modern experience. Learn more about this model on the used Buick
LaCrosse research page.

Last but not least, the used Buick Enclave is one of the most popular luxury models on the road today. Built for
families, the Buick Enclave is a three-row luxury SUV that offers a significant amount of space for passengers
and cargo. Additionally, the Enclave excels at providing innovative safety features, exciting performance and
advanced technologies for passengers to enjoy. Shoppers should check out the used Buick Enclave model
research page online for more details about this luxurious family vehicle.

OKCarz has multiple locations throughout Florida, including cities like Lakeland, Tampa, Orlando, St.
Petersburg and West Bradenton. The Lakeland location can be reached by dialing 863-904-2125 or by visiting
the dealership at 1200 W. Memorial Blvd. To learn more about OKCarz and find the most convenient location,
customers are encouraged to explore the OKCarz website at www.okcarz.com.
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Contact Information
Mark Vallejo
OKCarz
http://www.okcarz.com
844-365-0100

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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